
 

Hi! It’s KC Lane!  

Thank you again for booking a gallery event.  

Here's the overview of My format:  
 

1. Arrive 5 Minutes Prior to Start and Set Up 
2. Logistics – collecting fees, phones settings, phone behaviors and recording, leaving the 

room,, tissues  
3. Introduction - who I am, a little about my life story and how I got to be a psychic medium, 

how I work and what to expect while I work on building the group connections From The 
Other Side  

4. Open Connection Time --no connections are guaranteed but this is where I open up first to 
whomever is trying to get through on their own and deliver messages usually 90% to 100% 
of messages are delivered in this manner.  However, if needed to get a message through so 
everyone gets read, I will use a targeted read technique to try to read the entire group.  I 
have read the entire group 98% of the time of 1000 groups.  

5. Remember, some people might not get connections for a variety of reasons although this 
rarely happens in my years of experience in this field. I will do my best to give each guest a 
message or messages but cannot guarantee all guests messages.  I do not control the length 
or how long the loved one stays, how many come through or how talkative they are during 
the session fyi.  
 

 

See TheBaltimoreMedium.com Group Event Tab for current pricing, group sizes and estimated length 
based on group size.  Or the text info provided by KC Lane in advance of the booking. 

 

The gallery experience has been an amazing one for both me, and the attendees and I love conducting 
them but they do require planning, as does any group event.  According please see below and let me 
know where and if you have any questions. 

 

The hostess agrees to:  

 

2. book at least the minimum number of guests for the desired length of the event.  I suggest 
overbooking minimum headcount by 2 as almost always 2 ppl cancel last minute. Remember the 
overall energy of the group is impacted by the attendees so inviting very negative or skeptical people 
will impact your group’s experience.   In other words, if you had to pay the person to attend that’s 
probably the first red flag.   And if you envision them sitting there with closed down body language 
(arms folded tightly in front of them) unreceptive to the process, probably not a good fit to get your 
best group experience in my many experiences.  NEVER EVER force anyone outside of their comfort 



zone and into a reading.   And parents who have lost children are best read one on one and not in an 
open format.   

 

3. have the guests arrive and be seated at least 10 minutes before event start time.  Guests arriving up 
to 10 minutes late can quietly join in and pay me quietly in cash as they join the group.  Or make 
arrangements to prepay the hostess, even better!  However after 10 minutes after start, I would ask 
no late attendees join unless agreed to in advance by me and I have provided instructions for 
handling their late arrival so the group energy is not impacted.   Please inform me in advance if you 
are expecting guests to be more than 10 minutes late.  

 

4. provide an indoor room where all guests are seated together including me, and the hostess, free from 
distractions such as animals and children. Adequate ventilation and lighting (no overhead lighting if 
you can help it but please but I can’t read in the dark or very dim lighting).   Windows if possible as I 
am claustrophobic.  Minimum external Noise as much as possible.  No TVs on.  Etc.  A semi-circle 
configuration is desired.  I will need a sturdy chair at the head of the group ( I am 6 ft tall 200 lbs fyi) 
and a small table next to the chair to set my easel and other things.  I can bring both if advised in 
advance. Don’t stress. I will have eaten and be ready to start immediately upon my arrival. I bring my 
own beverage. 

 
5. not allow Children to be brought to the event.   In fairness to the guests who paid to attend, I cannot 

allow observers to sit in.   Non distractive pets are fine.   
 

6. to NOT collect cash fees in advance. I will collect them please upon arrival. But please instruct guests 
to try to bring exact change but I will bring change. Hosting person further agrees if they collect the 
fees from the guests prior to my arrival and the fees are short the headcount they will be responsible 
to make up the difference. PLEASE do not complicate this process and collect the fees.  

 
7. ask the guests to target a special loved one in their thoughts in advance of the event and ask them to 

come through! There aren’t any guarantees of connections but generally speaking if you still think 
often of your loved one, they will come through during the session.  It is helpful to send thought to 
them in advance to let them know the date/time/location via your thoughts to them. I am totally 
convinced they hear thoughts from us from this level to the higher realm and if I had the time, I could 
give you hundreds of examples to validate this information.  And remember, your loved ones have 
busy lives on the next level and they need to plan to attend also. 

 
8. not serve alcohol during the event.  Alcohol consumption will impact the energy of the connections 

(and behavior of the guests) and I do ask the guests wait until after the event accordingly or limit to 
ONE DRINK prior to start or sipped during the event.  If there are guests who have consumed too 
much alcohol or are otherwise impaired or unruly present at the event and causing issues (getting up 
and leaving constantly, talking over me, causing too much distraction with yelling out comments, 
other disrespectful behavior, rude comments, not validating data but others who know them in the 
group ARE validating for them), I reserve the right to terminate the event and fees will not be 
refunded as I cannot work effectively under these conditions if the hosting person can’t get the group 
under control within 5 minutes and quietly remove the person or ask them to stay quiet for the 
duration (which has happened one time sadly).  My advice is to avoid alcohol completely till 
afterwards.   
 

 
9. Other 

 



• Eating during the first 15 minutes is fine as long as the guests have the food and are seated 
at start.  

• Please make sure the guests know where the bathroom is and to have used it if needed prior 
to start. 

• Kindly have tissues available. 

• Kindly have Guests have their payment with them and their cell phones handy when seated. 
They can record audio if they know how in advance of the event.   

 
Otherwise, relax and enjoy! I love conducting the sessions and am looking forward to your event. I 
will reconfirm the headcount with you the agreed upon reconfirmation date.  If you need to contact 
me, text is only option I use these days.  
 
If you need to make changes, please let me know as soon as you know. 
 
Thank you!   
 
KC Lane The Baltimore Medium (& Psychic) 410-440-5538 www.TheBaltimoreMedium.com  


